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®Uras Perspectiva
UNM Occupational Therapy Program Newsletter
Message from
the Director
I am delighted and honored
to be part of the faculty of the
Graduate Program in Occupational Therapy at UNM. This
is an outstanding program. As
you know, we have a group of
very talented faculty who are
national leaders in professional
advocacy,
research,
model
program
development,
and
education. Our students are
Dr. Diane Parham
bright and eager to hone the
clinical skills, values, and
. knowledge that they soon will
be putting into real-life practice. Additionally, we now have
a stable core of staff who are highly competent and
committed to the success of the program. It is a privilege
to be able to work daily with this special group of people.
But it was not just the faculty and staff of the academic
program at UNM that drew me here. This university offers
a unique and stimulating atmosphere, where research
flourishes at the same time that the core values of service
to the people of New Mexico prevail. Moreover, the
occupational therapy clinical community ·is dynamic and
creative - not only at UNM, but throughout the state.

Continued on page 2

other
perspectives

Visiting Scholar 2008
Dr. Linda
Tickle-Degnen
The UNM Occupational
Therapy Graduate Program
is
honored to
have
Linda
Tickle-Degnen,
PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA,
as our Visiting Scholar
for 2008. Dr. TickleDegnen
has
received
several honors bestowed
by the American Occupational Therapy Association,
including the Roster of Dr. Linda Tickle-Degnen
Fellows and the Service
Commendation Award. She
was the Wilma West Lecturer at the Occupational Science
Symposium in 2006. Linda is a professor and the chaif of
the Department of Occupational Therapy and the director
of the Health Quality of Life Lab at Tufts University in
Medford, Massachusetts. Dr. Tickle-Degnen received her ·
BA in Anthropology from Stanford University, her MA
in Occupational Therapy from University of Southern
California, and her PhD in Social Psychology from
Harvard University.

Continued on page 3

Message from the Director
Continued.from page 1
I had the pleasure of meeting some members of the
clinical community at the recent annual conference of the
New Mexico Occupational Therapy Association. I look
forward to meeting many more of you in the coming years.
New Mexico is so full of opportunity and challenge! I have
a great deal to learn about health needs in this state, and
how occupational therapy can contribute to meeting these
needs. I do know that New Mexico is projected to soon be
one of the states with the highest proportion of elderly in the
population. I also know that the poverty rate is high, and
economicresourcesarelimited.Mentalhealthneeds,likethe
rest of the United States,areatacrisislevel. Yetthisisaplace
that is extraordinarily rich culturally and environmentally.

need to break new ground for innovations in practice to
meet emerging health care needs and resources. We are
revisiting the question of what avenues for postprofessional degree programs would be most helpful for
current practitioners in this state. To be successful in all
of our endeavors, we will need to collaborate closely with
occupational therapists, other professionals, and recipients
of our services throughout the university, the state, and
the world.
I invite you to collaborate with us as we look to the future.
L. Diane Parham, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA
Professor and Program Director
DiParham@salud.unm.edu

As the Director, I will be thinking a great deal about
how the UNM Graduate Program in Occupational
Therapy can support the health of people in New Mexico,
and how we can produce knowledge and exemplary
programs that will benefit the health of people everywhere. I anticipate that we will need to bolster and
update occupational therapists' competencies in traditional
areas of practice such as physical rehabilitation,
mental health, and pediatrics. At the same time, we will

Diane with husband, Harry,
and daughter, Dorothy, at
her welcome celebration.

On September _20, 2007, the
Occupational Therapy faculty, staff,
students, colleagues and community
members officially celebrated and
welcomed Diane Parham, PhD,
OTRIL, FAOTA, as the new Director
of the Occupational Therapy
Graduate Program.

Janet Poole, Barb Hooper, Heidi Sanders, Pat Burtner,
Diane Parham, Terry Crowe,
Loretta Cordova de Ortega (Chai1~ Department of Pediatrics), Gail Stockman

THANK YOU
Dr. Poole!!
From
the OT Program Faculty, Staff, and Students
The OT Program extends its appreciation and gratitude
to Janet Poole, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA, for serving
as the Occupational Therapy Interim Director from July
2006 to July 2007. Dr. Poole was hired as the third
faculty member of the program shortly after it was
founded in 1992. Since then, she has been an integral part
of the program. Last year she stepped up to the plate to
oversee the program while the search for a new director
was being finalized. Among the many duties that she
competently performed , Dr. Poole oversaw the
administrative process responsible for hiring the new
director as well as two new staff positions, chaired a faculty
position search, and provided direction for budget and fiscal
operations in addition to the other increasingly complex
office operations. With the appointment of an interim Chair
of the Department of Pediatrics, Dr. Poole successfully
educated and represented the OT Graduate Program
within the Department and the School of Medicine for
space requests, budget changes and personnel recruitment.
Not an easy feat!
Dr. Poole has achieved national visibility as an expert in
occupational therapy for people with rheumatic diseases and people who have had a stroke. In recognition of her long track record of academic
excellence, she was promoted from Associate Professor
to full Professor in June. Congratulations, Professor Janet
Poole, on your promotion, and thank you for
all of your selfless contributions to keep our
program running smoothly over this past year!

Visiting Scholar 2008
Continuedfi'Oln page 1

Dr. Tickle-Degnen has authored several book chapters
and numerous articles in the American Journal of
Occupational Therapy and the Occupational Therapy
Journal of Research, and is the associate editor of the
Evidence-Based Practice Forum in the AJOT. She teaches
courses in evidence-based practice, cl inical reasoning,
research methods , and therapeutic behavior and motivation . Her research is directed toward understanding and
promoting positive social functioning and wellness for
individuals with Parkinson's disease and other chronic
conditions. She is interested in increasing occupational
therapists' participation in interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary clinical interventions and research activities
that have the goal of improving the health and quality of
life of individuals with chronic conditions. Dr. TickleDegnen is highly revered by her colleagues and students
for her mentorship and collegiality.
Dr. Linda Tickle-Degnen will visit the UNM
Occupational Therapy Graduate Program February 5th
and 6th, 2008. During her first day here, she will consult
with faculty members on curriculum development and will
dialogue with graduate students. On Wednesday, February
6th, she will present the keynote address at the Fieldwork
Educator's Workshop at the Science and Technology Park.
For information on her visit or the Fieldwork Educator's
Workshop, please contact Theresa Torres at tatorres@
salud.unm.edu.
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Otras Perspectivas is an annual newletter of the

Look 'for information about the
Occupational Therapy Graduate:
:Program on.the Web at
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University of New Mexico Occupational Therapy
Graduate Program. For more information about the
program or to be placed on our mailing list, please
contact Theresa Torres at (505)272-6967 or
email at tatorres@salud.unm.edu.

Dr.

Crowe Completes
onth Sabbatical
emic setting is
tical to reflect,
tivities that have
. Crowe participated
_ to August and had
Februan· and March Terry
ed in both Cambodia and

multiple accompli sh me:- went to Southeast A ia
T hailand. She also cm
che unique count!'}
"th its strong influence of
Buddhism and out
·
c-:afts. especially weaving. In
Cambodia, Terry ,,. ·ec - an occupational therapist at
Angkor Hospital for Olli ren AHC) in Siem Riep (www.
angkorhospital.org rfu @fwab.org). AHC is a privately
funded program th ·
a 55 bed in-patient hospital,
a large out-patient dinic. a homecare program and a
community capa i~ and health education program. Terry
worked with the hil n in the in-patient hospital and
visited children in oucl~ing communities with the homecare
nurses. Her emph i was assisting the nurses to integrate
developmental acti ,-ities into their heal th checks. Terry al so
volunteered in Thailand with the Chiang Mai University,

=

the only university that teaches occupational therapy. She
presented 2 workshops to graduate students, community
therapists and faculty members. This semester one of the
faculty members, Chaithaya Phiraban is visiting UNM and
working on a research proposal for her doctoral studies
with Dr. Crowe. The Asian hospitality was welcoming in
Cambodia, Laos and Thailand and Terry enjoyed her time
working and touring in these countries. She encourages
other occupational therapists to volunteer internationally.
Terry also once again took 12 interdisciplinary students
to Oaxaca, Mexico to study traditional medicine with
Mexican healers. Three second-year occupational therapy
students (Christine White, Lisa Wright and Kathryn
Canfield) joined the group to explore the cities, mountains
and beaches of this beautiful southern Mexican state.
In addition to her world travel, Terry also wrote several
articles, columns, and book chapters, helped her daughter
get ready to go to college and attended her son's graduation
from the Army Officers Candidate School in Georgia. It
was a producti ve and refreshing 6 months and Terry is
now glad to be back into the routine of work!

Dr. Terry Crowe working with a mother, child and visiting nurse on feeding in a Cambodian home.

Summary of Fieldwork Education
Workshop and Visiting Scholar 2007
by
Gail Stockman and Theresa Torres
In March of 2007, the faculty, students, and community had the opportunity to meet and be inspired by Dr. Suzanne
Peloquin, PhD, OTR, FAOTA. The two days that we had the opportunity to spend with this year's visiting scholar
was wonderful. Dr. Peloquin began by consulting with faculty members on professional development of students and
curriculum design on Thursday, March 1st. Following lunch, Dr. Peloquin presented an interactive session exploring the
core values of the profession with the OT Program graduate students. Thursday evening concluded a dinner and social
gathering of faculty and community occupational therapists. On Friday March 3rd, Dr. Peloquin was the keynote speaker
at the 2007 Fieldwork Education Workshop. Her address discussed how each profession has a unique ethos, or character,
that can be discovered and presented in the form of its guiding beliefs. Inquiry into the ethos of occupational therapy
suggests that the document that elaborates our core values falls short of capturing beliefs that have guided the profession
since its founding years. Unique values distinguish occupational therapy from other professions and can be exemplified
through historical and contemporary stories of practice. These values merit inclusion in the Core Values and Attitudes of
Occupational Therapy Practice. There were fieldwork educators, community occupational therapists, current and past OT
students, faculty and staff from UNM in attendance.
Following lunch , the UNM Occupational Graduate Program faculty discussed their paths of knowledge. Each faculty
member provided the workshop participants with a synopsis of their academic background, curriculum areas of focus,
and current areas of research. This was an opportunity for the fieldwork educators and coordinators to learn about the
curriculum design and the faculty members. In addition, the workshop participants were introduced to Dr. Diane Parham,
the new program director.

Project ESCUELA Enters Final Year
As Project ESCUELA, the 4-year personnel preparation
grant (2004-2008) from the US Department of Education
Office of Special Education Programs completes the final
year of funding, Project Director Dr. Pat Burtner, and
Project Collaborating Directors Dr. Terry Crowe and Keri
Scott, MS, OTR/L of the Albuquerque Public Schools are
disseminating results of the project and planning future
collaborations. Project ESCUELA, named for the
Spanish word for "School" serves as the acronym for
"Educating Students for Cultural Understanding,
Evidence-Based Practice, Leadership and Advocacy".
To address the shortage of occupational therapists from
underrepresented cultures in the United States and New
Mexico, the grant has provided financial support for 25
OT graduate students in New Mexico for tuition, books/
educational materials and stipends as they complete their
graduate studies. These students have received additional
specialized content in school-based practice through

independent study experiences with individualized
mentorship by APS therapists. In return, these 25 students
agree to employment in educational or related settings
serving children who are eligible for special education
services. Employment in rural New Mexico is emphasized
through Fieldwork II placements. Ultimately the goal in
New Mexico is to "build an educational workforce t~at
looks like the children we serve", that is, increasing the
number of occupational therapists_ from Hispanic and
Native American cultures to serve children of these
cultures in special education. The grant has also provided
financial support to enhance cultural curriculum for 93
students enrolled in the program. Since the inception of
Project ESCUELA, 36 students from underrepresented
cultures (39%) have been recruited for the graduate
program thanks for the efforts of Heidi Sanders, MA,
OTR/L, Recruitment Coordinator who is partially funded
by the grant.

Continued on page 9

Occupational
Therapy Supports
Life Re-Design
After Prison
Dismas House New Mexico contracted Dr. Barb Hooper
and Johanna Cubra, MOT, OTR/L (Alumni) to develop
occupational therapy services for residents transitionino
from prison to the community. Residents live at Dismas"'
for approximately 3 months. The occupational needs of
people leaving prison are great. Occupational therapy
supports them in re-acquiring roles they were unable to
fulfill in prison, roles such as self-maintainer worker
home manager, student, financial manager: parent'.
community member, family member, and leisure participant. The occupational therapy program overall is called
Life by Design. Within 48 hours of arrival, residents meet
with Johanna to complete the Canadian Occupational
Performance Measure and establish goals and priorities
for their first two weeks out of prison. Residents' goals
often relate to getting needed health care, acquiring
identification, becoming established in a 12-step
program, opening a bank account, budgeting for rent,
and getting their children back. Johanna helps residents break down these goals into achievable steps,
then meets with them individually every two weeks
to monitor their progress and challenges and then upgrade their goals. Residents also attend weekly group
modules on specific transition-related topics such as
Designing a Conscious Financial Life or Designing Health
Leisure and Recreation. Occupational therapy includes
community activities such as going out to dinner, attending
baseball games, figuring out public transportation, using
an ATM machine, and filling out applications for
housing and work. Graduate occupational therapy
students at UNM have played an active role in the Dismas
House program. They have conducted needs assessments
developed programming, facilitated modules and worked
one-on-one with residents.
Over 100 residents have received occupational therapy
at Dismas House. Many report that occupational therapy
helps them stay on track with the things they need to do.
Residents often say that they "aren't used to being treated
with respect and being asked what is important to them."
When Johanna explains occupational therapy, many say,
"I've never really thought about the things I do everyday
as occupations .... that's exactly what I need to work on!"

Heads Up
Community Opportunities
The Class of 2008 will be graduating on December 8,
2007 at the Albuquerque International Balloon Museum.
The UNM Occupational Therapy Graduate Program is
honored to have Dr. Linda Tickle-Degnen as the 2008
Visiting Scholar, February 5-6, 2008. Please see the
feature on Dr. Tickle-Degnen in this newsletter. The
annual Fieldwork Educator's Workshop will be held
in conjunction with the Visiting Scholar lecture on
February 6, 2008. This workshop will include a presentation
by the visiting scholar, lunch, and an afternoon session
focused on fieldwork issues. Detailed information will be
mailed to all clinical educators.
Class of 2008 will be presenting their· posters March 8,
2008. Graduate students will be sharing their scholarship/
research accomplishments with Health Science Center
faculty, staff and students. The community is also invited
to participate.
The American Occupational Therapy Association Conference will be held in Long Beach, CA, April 10-13, 2008.
The popular interdisciplinary graduate course with
Dr. Terry Crowe, Introduction to Mexican Traditional
Medicine, will be held in Oaxaca, Mexico, June 2 to 12,
2008. For more information contact Dr. Crowe at tcrowe@
salud.unm.edu.

-------------------------

Hands-on Cultural Learning
by
Lisa G. Wright, MOTS
Three occupational therapy students, Kathryn Canfield, Christine White, and Lisa Wright spent time in Oaxaca,
Mexico this past summer. Nine other students also participated in this course. Taking part in a class on Traditional
Mexican Medicine facilitated by Dr. Terry K. Crowe, and Laura Alonzo de Franklin, MSW, students were immersed
in the rich cultural experience by living and spending time with local families. Included were morning Spanish lessons
and a variety of afternoon sessions focusing on traditional Mexican medicine.
Learning about the fascinating Curanderismo tradition involved listening to local healers as well as observing and taking
part in several healing sessions including a temazcal (steam bath) and limpia (traditional cleansing ceremony).
Curanderismo is a holistic approach that can be described as health care for the soul as well as the physical body.
Group excursions designed to learn about how plants can be used to treat many common ailments while exploring the
vast ecological diversity of the region were a special treat. Students spent time at a local mercado perusing the rows and
rows of plants and herbs used in Mexican traditional medicine. Students then spent an afternoon making actual products
including shampoo, soap and a salve used for pain.
The final days in Oaxaca included a boat trip through lush jungle foliage at Chacahua Lagoon landing at a beautiful spot
where the calm, quiet, clear waters of the lagoon, separated by a small sand bar, were sharply contrasted by the violent,
loud, churning waters of the ocean. In addition, students spent several days at a family run coffee plantation where
they learned about how coffee is harvested and produced. Hikes in the lush jungle area revealed wonderfully relaxing
swimming holes and magnificent waterfalls. What a fantastic way to end a truly fabulous cultural learning experience!
For more info about this class, please contact Dr. Terry Crowe (tcrowe@salud.unm.edu). Next year's class is scheduled
from June 2 to 12.

Lisa Wright, Terry Crowe, Christine White, and Kathryn Canfield
enjoying a beautiful Oaxacan beach.

University of New Mexico/ Albuquerque
Public School Collaborative Education
Project Ends with Gala Celebration
On May 4, 2007, a special celebration was held in the
new Domenici Health Sciences Education Building
to mark the ending of the University of New Mexico/
Albuquerque Public Schools Occupational Therapy
Collaborative Education Project. Dr. Pat Burtner, Director
of the Program for the past 12 years served as Master of
Ceremonies and reflected on how truly collaborative the
project has been. She noted that so often in service
professions, project descriptions and grant proposals
outline collaborative efforts but in reality one agency dominates the project with occasional input from other partners.
In contrast, the UNM APS Occupational Therapy
Collaborative Education Project thanks to the tireless
contributions of Keri Scott MS, OTR/L, Neuromotor
Liaison, APS has been in the forefront teaching coursework, coordinating student supervisors, student placements and evaluations as well providing direct mentorship
to our students each semester. Each weekAPS occupational
therapists serving as Adjunct Faculty have been instrumental in the development and delivery of education of our
students both in the classroom and in the schools as they
participate in fieldwork and Independent Study experiences.
Behind the scenes the collaborative efforts are also

apparent. Each semester planning and review meetings
have been held with UNM and APS Adjunct Faculty to
critique and change aspects of the project and ultimately
the curriculum content around school-based practice. Similarly UNM office staff, Theresa Torres and
Danielle Taylor, have worked closely with APS office
staff to coordinate contracts and distribute stipend funding
for students.

How did the UNM APS Occupational Therapy
Collaborative Education Project come about?? Two
visionary individuals Dr. Terry Crowe, then Director of the Occupational Therapy Program & Mary Ann
Domina, Director of Related Services for APS joined
forces in 1995 to meet the needs of the 2 agencies. This
win I win agreement was sealed to benefit both programs.
For APS, the collaboration addressed their shortage of
OTs by exposing students to school based practice, At
the time, Ms. Domina was flying nationally to recruit
therapists and actually recruited foreign therapists to fill
positions in APS. For UNM OT Program, the collaboration provided enriched student experiences in school based
therapy, the largest area of practice according to American
Occupational Therapy Association.

So what has been accomplished over these past 12 years?
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

ALL Graduates of the UNM Program since 1995 have received direct instruction in school based practice
including assessment, intervention and being a consultant directly from APS Adjunct faculty.
45 OT graduate and undergraduate OT students have received Independent Study mentorship through APS.
64 of the 210 OT graduates 1996-2005 have been hired by APS (31 %).
Another 25 % of graduates have been hired in other school districts in NM or other states.
Four Collaborative Research Projects have been or are currently in progress between UNM arid APS.
Results of our research have been presented at3 National conferences, published in 3 peer-reviewed journals. Results
from one study not yet published (Alert Program) have been requested by therapist from 4 different countries.
There have been an additional 6 publications in non-peer reviewed professional publications.
Nine APS occupational therapists have received direct mentorship in classroom instruction, coordination of lab
experiences; have received formal training and implementation of Problem Based Learning.
As an extension of the UNMAPS Collaborative Project, we submitted and received a 4-year $800,000 grant
from the US Department of Education Office of Special Education Programs. This grant has and is currently
funding 25 students for their Master's in Occupational Therapy Program.
In October 2001, the UNMAPS Collaborative Project was awarded the University of New Mexico Health
Sciences Building Bridges Award for outstanding community collaboration .

Continued on page 9

Occupational Therapy Staff Update and
Welcome New Program Staff
Danielle Taylor was promoted to Office Administrator
as of June 4, 2007. Danielle has had to cover a number
of jobs over the past year due to staff changes. Danielle
continues to competently manage the complexity of
multiple program challenges which create daily problem
solving ability. Danielle also did a wonderful job of
collaboratively working with our new Director, Dr. Diane
Parham. Besides work, Danielle recently moved into her
new home in Los Lunas, NM and continues to be an active
mother of Daniel, (age 9) and Matthew (age 3).

Brooke Sparks, Theresa Torres, Danielle Taylor

UNM/ APS Collaborative

We welcomed a new work-study student, Brooke Sparks
in January 2007. Brooke is a sophomore at UNM and is
still deciding on a major. Brooke has mastered the many
tasks required from multiple faculty members. Brooke's
interest include reading, shopping, outdoor activities and
hanging out with friends.

Theresa Torres continues to work in the program.
(See Fieldwork News.)

Project End

Project ESCUELA

Continued.from page 8

Continued.from page 5

Why is the UNMAPS Collaborative Project Ending ?
Linda Dunstan provided direction for APS as Director of
Related Services as the project grew. With current budget
constraints facing APS in the 2006-2007 school year, the
difficult decision to no longer fund the UNMAPS Collaborative Project fell to Lucinda Sanchez, the new Director
of Related Services.

With the national emphasis on evidence-based practice in
special education, Project ESCUELA has also provided
continuing education yearly to occupational therapists
around the state. Regional workshops on handwriting
intervention for students in school settings and evidence
to support this intervention were coordinated the first year
of funding, with 150 occupational therapists and occupational therapy assistants attending. Subsequent workshops
have included "Strategies for Collecting Data" by Mary
Mullenhaupt OTR/L, national consultant on evidencebased practice in school settings with an attendance. of
120 occupational and physical therapy practitioners, and
"School AMPS: Assessment of Motor and Process Skills",
a standardized assessment to measure a child's occupational pe1formance in the classroom through calibrated
observation techniques, with 17 OTs attending. A total
of 287 professional have attended continuing education
sessions over the past 3 years. Elisa Salazar MacKenzie
OTR/L, adjunct faculty and grant coordinator, Theresa
Torres, grant manager, and Danielle Taylor, OT Graduate
Program Office Administrator have been instrumental in
coordinating these workshops.

Who are the APS Adjunct Faculty who have served the
project for 3-year rotations?
Rona Hammetter MS, OTRIL, Tatiana Abras MA,
OTRIL, Jean Hasemean RN, OTR/L, Sheryl Fleck
OTR/L, Marjorie Quine-Smith MA, OTR/L, Barb
Berlin OTR/L, Sue Chrisman OTR/L, Mary Berger
OTR/L, and Elisa Salazar MacKenzie OTR/L
Will this end collaborative programs established between
the UNM OT Graduate Program and APS?
NO, Independent Study and fieldwork experiences will
continue. Both collaborating partners know how enriching these experiences have been for our students.
We are invested in preserving this unique partnership.

------------------------1111~-----------------------

How Do Occupational Therapy Students
Learn Anatomy Now?
by
Barb Hooper, PhD, OTR/L
Many exceptional and accomplished occupational therapists never had an anatomy course as part of their occupational
therapy curriculum. In fact, anatomy has not been a required course for occupational therapy curricula for over 15 years.
For others, though, who were educated a decade or so ago, the cadaver lab may have been the most intriguing learning
experience, for better or worse, of their OT academic program.
Anatomy content matters differently for occupational therapists than for physical therapists or speech and language
pathologists, nurses, or physicians. In developing my course, titled Kinesiology of Occupation, I first asked, What matters most about anatomy from an occupational therapy perspective? Why do occupational therapists learn anatomy?
Generally, they learn anatomy in order to:
•observe someone performing an activity and analyze the motor skills that support and interfere with that activity;
•discern what activities might become problematic for someone with a given impairment;
•assess motor capacities;
• accurately modify tasks and environments to compensate for or prevent motor impairments;
• understand what might be causing an impairment, whether a range, strength or neurological cause;
•understand the rationale for and competently provide biomechanical interventions such as splinting, seating
and positioning, modalities, or ergonomics.
I created a learning structure and context in which these applications could be integrated with learning musculoskeletal
knowledge. Musculoskeletal content is taught in the first semester of the program. Content is centered around the core subject of the profession, human occupation and its role in health, competence, and life satisfaction, and is designed to mimic
the thinking process behind occupation-centered practice and top-down assessment approaches. First, students learn to
frame musculoskeletal knowledge with theories such as Trombly's (2008) Occupational Functioning Model or Dunn et
al. 's (1994) Ecology of Human Performance. Students use the Occupational Therapy Practice Framework (Youngstrom ,
2002) to locate musculoskeletal knowledge in the entirety of occupational therapy's practice domain. Then students
learn about body structures by first watching someone pe1form an activity. They note the contexts in which the activity is
occurring. They note how the activity, and the movements supporting it, changes in different contexts or in a different
habit and routine structure. Then the students conduct a full dynamic performance analysis of the activity (Polatajko, et
al., 2000). They determine how the task and the environment might be modified to make the activity more efficient. Subsequently, they conduct a biomechanical activity analysis (Bukowski, 2000). It is here that they identify the body structures
that support the activity. They use texts and interactive computer website, An@tomy.tv, to learn muscle groups, distal
and proximal insertions, innervations, and biomechanics-but always connected back to the performance of the activity.
It is my hope that by structuring anatomy content to mimic occupation-centered practice, students will be competent in
continuously linking the topic of anatomy to what their clients want and need to do everyday.
·

Continued on page 11
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New Child Helmet Safety Law Keeps
New Mexico Children Safe
by
Susan De Francesco, JD, MPH, MAT, Associate Scientist, UNM Prevention Research Center
A child using a bicycle, tricycle, skateboard, scooter or
skates is at risk for a serious brain injury - an injury that
can be prevented by wearing a properly fitted helmet. In
fact, bike helmets can reduce the risk of brain injury by as
much as 88%! In New Mexico, for the years 2001-2005,
564 children were injured in bike crashes and 4 died as a
result of their injuries. Head and brain injuries cost New
Me xi co approximately $261 million per year in health care.
Nationwide, bicycle-related injury among children is a
major problem. In 2004, 269,000 children (the equivalent
of 6,700 school buses filled with children) were treated
in emergency departments in the U.S. for bicyclerelated iajury. Almost half of the children hospitalized for
bicycle-related injuries are diagnosed with TBI and more
than 60% of bicycle-related deaths are due to brain iajury.
As of July 1, 2007, children and youth younger than 18 in
New Mexico are required by law to wear a helmet when
using bicycles, tricycles, skateboards, scooters, and inline
or roller skates. New Mexico's Child Helmet Safety Act
is the most comprehensive law of its kind in the nation. It
responds to the urgency of the injury risk and promotes
the use of a proven safety device. The new bike helmet

law is aimed at preventing those injuries and deaths and
costs associated with them. Every $10 bike helmet saves
society approximately $570 in medical and other costs.
A coalition of injury prevention professionals from various
government
agencies,
non-profit
organizations,
community groups, and UNM's Prevention Research
Center is involved in activities aimed at promoting
implementation of the bike helmet law. The coalition
is focusing on enforcement of the law, an education and
media campaign targeting schools, day care centers,
retailers, health professionals, and sports teams and is also
trying to raise funds to provide free and low-cost helmets.
Two UNM OT students, Steve Lucero and Merilyn Toy,
are lending their time and talents to the outreach campaign.

Occupational therapists can help to promote implementation of the law by raising awareness among their clients
and their colleagues of the requirements of the law and the
protective val ueof wearing a helmet. As health professionals,
occupational therapists can advocate with authenticity
and authority for the adoption and use of injury prevention strategies and policies. It is especially important to
speak for children and other vulnerable populations whose
voices are not heard, to protect them from preventable injury.

2007 Poster Presentation
The 2007 Di vision of Occupational Therapy Student Research Day was held on March 23, 2007. Two students shared the
Best Poster Award, Kelly McAllister and Kelly Willer. Kelly McAllister presented "Establishing the Content Validity
of the Essential Elements of Communication-Global Rating Scale (EEC-GRS) for Use in Occupational Therapy." Kelly
Willer, presented "An Exploratory Study of the Impact of Scleroderma on Perceived Parenting Ability." Each awardee
received a one year subscription for the journal OTJR: Occupation, Pa1ticipation, & Health. Judges for this year's Research
Day were: Dr. Summers Kalishman, Undergraduate Medical Education, Dr. Deborah LaPointe, Library Informatics,
Dr. Jennifer Averill, Nursing and Dr. Burke Gurney, Physical Therapy.

Kelly (McAllister) Wood
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Kelly Willer
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Fieldwork News
+

Sixteen occupational therapy graduate students successfully completed
Level II fieldwork experiences in the past year. Congratulations to the
students from the classes of 2006 and 2007. Many of the students have
passed the NBCOT exam and are currently working in the community.
We want to thank all the fieldwork sites and educators for providing rich
experiences for these students. Fieldwork sites utilized for Level II
students included HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital, Presbyterian Hospital,
Veterans of America Medical Center, Lovelace Rehabil itation Hospital,
Albuquerque, Bernalillo, & Santa Fe Public Schools, KidPower Therapy
Associates, VSA Arts of NM, THNM/Skyline Therapy Services, ExplorAbilities, Inc. , EASi, La Vida Felicidad, and DeCanditis, Lanphere, & Associates.
Students in theclassof2008 will begin their Level IIFieldworkinJanuaryof2008.

+

Are you interested in becoming a fieldwork educator? Do you enjoy providing occupational therapy graduate
students with clinical experiences? Are you aware of the benefits of being a fieldwork educator? Please
contact Gail Stockman, OTR/L, Faculty Fieldwork Coordinator for further information at 505-272-3455 or
gstockman@sal ud. unm.edu .

•

•

Theresa Torres continues her work as the Coordinator of Graduate Academic Advisement. Her job
duties include Project ESCUELA Grant Coordinator, Web Manager, Admissions, and Staff Fieldwork
Coordinator. Theresa has been a valuable member of the program for 8 years. She continues to assist faculty with
research, articles and book chapters, development of the OT Graduate Program website, and coordinates the
Fieldwork Educator Workshops with the faculty fieldwork coordinator. She began graduate school in the
spring semester of 2006 in the School of Public Administration and plans to graduate in December of 2008 .
Gail Stockman, OTR/L has worked as the Faculty Fieldwork Coordinator since July of 2005. She has been
a part-time faculty member in the program for the past 5 years. Gail has clinical experience working with
adults in the rehabilitation setting, students in the Albuquerque Public Schools, and provides services to
clients on the DD Waiver program. She has supervised OT and OTA students throughout her career and has just
completed her fifth year as the fieldwork educator for students doing their Level II fieldwork at VSA arts of New
Mexico. She has taught Applied Kinesiology, Principles of Occupation, and Applied Occupations II. In January
of 2006, Gail began work on a masters' degree in Health Education and plans to graduate in December of 2008.

Theresa Torres was honored for her
outstanding leadership, dedication,
enthusiasm and commitment to the
School of Medicine and Occupational
Therapy Program as one of the
5 recipients of the 13th Annual Dean '.s
Staff Award on October 26, 2007.
(pictured with Dr. Janet Poole)

Alumni News
1995 •

Aine Keith-Brain moved into a new home

in May 2006 and has started her 13th year
at the job she obtained soon after graduating
in 1995. Aine is happy and healthy and would
love to hear from her classmates.
• Dee Hettinger still resides in Collierville,
TN with husband Joe and two daughters,
Abby (7 ~ ) and Cate (3). Dee continues to
practice in acute care and outpatient OT
for Baptist Memorial Healthcare on a PRN
basis. She is also very active with PTA
(running the school health room), as well as
various family activities. She managed to go
to the AOTA annual conference, which has
sparked a desire to soon enter the Low Vision
specialty area, as well as drivers re-ed again
(she did this in New York several years ago).
She is more focused on the family and hit the
big 40 this summer, but still feels 30-something.

1996 •

2000

• Mikaela Pierce works in the APS Preschool
Program, which includes working with
To ' hajiilee and Isleta Pueblo Head Start
Programs and Montessori Programs.

2001

• Lori Coate has been back in Alamogordo
for a year and is head of the Occupational
Therapy Department in Alamogordo Schools;
supervising four COTAs. Lori has been dating
Jaime for two years and loves hanging out with
her dog Waylan.
• Melissa Winkle has recently incorporated her
business as Dogwood Therapy Services. She
continues to serve on the Advisory Council for
Assistance Dogs of the West. She received an
AOTA Certification of Appreciation Award at
the AOTA Annual Conference in recognition
of her serving as ·an outstanding occupational therapist in developing emerging
practice models and disseminating knowledge.

Annette Morgan Romesburg has started to

carve her name in the field of OT in her school
district in Spokane. She has co-organized an
OT network and her area is now a district for
the state OT association . She is serving on an
advisory council for the Occupational Therapy
Program at Eastern Washington University.
Annette feels that the most interesting thing
about being in Spokane is being able to
work with a therapist that used to be Dr. Pat
Burtner's supervisor.
• Christine White recently moved to Hobbs ,
NM with her children and took the position
of Director of Rehab Services at Lea
Regional Medical Center. Kaelee, the first OT
baby, is now 11 and enjoys barrel racing.
• Heidi (Lent) Sanders and her husband
Joshua, and their three year old son, Jackson,
welcomed the newest member of their family,
Samuel, on April 13, 2007. In addition to
motherhood, Heidi continues her duties as
Recruitment Coordinator and part-time faculty
member for the UNM Occupatioal Therapy
Graduate Program.

• Joanna (Evans) Cosbey and her husband
welcome new baby Liam Michael, who was
born on June 5th. Joanna completed her
PhD and now is an Assistant Professor in the
Special Education Department of UNM
College of Education.
• April (Kuehne) Nolz is currently in Great
Falls, MT. About two years ago she ventured
out into private practice and now has a
pediatric clinic called Hearts and Hands
Occupational Therapy, PC. In addition to
that, she contracts to a couple of rural school
districts for consultation services. It has been a
great challenge and business is booming. Her
and husband, Jason, are enjoying all the great
outdoor activities that Montana has to offer.

Anja Mancano and her husband are now
happy parents of their second daughter,
Lena Sofia, who was born in August 2006.

1997 •

1999

2003

• Rebecca Starrett is in her 5th year atAPS and
is still doing some DD Waiver work. However,
she will be· taking a break from DD Waiver
work with the birth of her first child. Rebecca
and partner Jacque are expecting the
arrival of their baby girl in December 2007.

---------------------------

Alumni News
2003 •

Amee Turner went from Albuquerque to Iowa
two years ago (love has taken her to unpredictable places). She has been working in acute care
mostly and recently took a job in a post-acute
setting. Dan and Amee are recently engaged
and are planning the wedding for next spring.
• Lisa Brower is still living in Albuquerque
and working at HealthSouth Rehab hospital. She is the Lead OT in the inpatient setting and is working in the TBI/ SCI unit.
She has NO KIDS because Lisa claims she
is a big kid and NO marriage because no one
can keep up. AND Theresa still owes her
cookies for all the favors that she has done.

• Teresa Garland was at an SI clinic in Pasadena, CA and then recently moved home to
Michigan and now works in a pediatric clinic
in her hometown, outside of Ann Arbor.
• Leah Anthony is in the Bay area and practicing in a skilled nursing facility and loves
being challenged every day.
Leah's dog,
Tano has also moved to the Bay area and
is officially a Californian. Leah loves the
Bay area and her personal life is terrific.
• Carrie Gashytewa is working full-time for the
Zuni Public School District. She is working
at the Zuni Headstart, A:shiwi Elementary and
Twin Buttes High school. She is also coaching
the A:shiwi Elementary Cross Country Team.

2004 •

Angela (Lindeman) Beplat married Klaus
(UNM PT alumni) on June 9, 2007 in Ninilchik
Alaska, at the Catholic Church where Angela
grew up. They were carried by horse and buggy
from the church to Angela's parent's farm and
had areal Alaskan salmon and halibutfeast with a
bluegrass band. Angela 's daughter, Mackenzie,
is now in the 3rd grade. Angela is still working in early intervention but they are planning
on moving to Kenai Peninsula next summer.
• Carol Spizman is proud to announce that after
1 Jt2 years of lobbying and advocating, the State
of New Mexico is starting an Adaptive Driving
Program! Carol will create this program which
will be beginning this fall. There will be
an open house reception at the Governor's Commission on Disability in the Albuquerque office.

2005 •

Jason Gibeau and wife Kate had their first
baby in June 2007, Braden James Gibeau.
Jason is working part-time at Carrie Tingely
Hospital, PRN at HealthSouth, and has
started his own business, Creative Therapy
Solutions, LLC, to work with people on the
DD Waiver and kids on the Salud program.
• Alexia Lopez is in Hawaii and loving it!
She does some PRN for Sundance Rehab,
Hawaii Homecare and is signing on for some
PRN doing hand therapy. She sounds really
busy but it is all part-time, which is exactly what
Alexia wants. She is also working on getting
connected with the government to do home
assessment for veterans. Alexia misses the
southwest, but does love Hawaii , Aloha!

2006 •

Kristina Keenan is now working at KidPower Therapy Associates and loves it!
Her and husband Josh are expecting their
first baby due to arrive on Valentines Day.
• Theresa Mancuso and husband, Darren,
had their first baby, Marina Isabella
Mancuso, on July 19, 2007.
• Ginny Stearns is currently working at Straub
Hospital and Clinic in the acute inpatient
rehabilitation department. She lives and works
near downtown Honolulu, which is minutes
away from the famous Waikiki beach on the
island of Oahu, Hawaii. She enjoys working
with people with diagnoses ranging from
diabetes and amputations, strokes, heart attacks,
burns, spinal cord injuries, and even mysterious smfer's myelopthay. Although Ginny
misses everyone back home, she is making
a lot of new friends, and deeply enjoying
herself in the Pacific Isles. She only makes
short trips home to remind herself what cold
feels like and to restore her hot chili reserve.

Continued on page 16
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Alumni News
Continued from page 15

2006 •

Emily Furgang moved to Denver, CO in April and has been working for Dem·er Health and
Hospital Authority as an inpatient OT. Her primary focus is acute inpatient rehabilitati on and she is also learning
acute care treatments. She is working with adults (18+) with brain injuries, spinal cord inj uries,
multiple fractures , and a variety of other diagnoses. Emily is eagerly awaiting the upcoming ski season!
• Cara Pimentel accepted a job working as an OT in the spinal cord injury inpati ent uni t at Lm elace
Rehabilitation Hospital. She will be attending a conference focusing on OT and PT treatment techniques
applied Jo spinal cord injury in November in Fullerton, CA. She is still performing \Yi th the string quartet
all over the state of NM. Cara and husband, Hector, are expecting their first child in April of 2008.
• Jodi Eckart is working part-time PRN at UNMH. She presented her thesi s poster at the 2007 AOTA
national conference in St. Louis and will be presenting it again at the 2007 Society for the Study of
Occupation (SSO) Conference in Albuquerque. Jodi married Gonzalo Jimenez Moreno on August 25. 2007.
• Harrison Guillory is working at HealthSouth 3 days a week and is continuing to pursue his interpreting
business. Harrison's caseload includes clients with spinal cord injury, stroke rehab, hand therap~ . and cl inical
driving assessments. Interpreting has taken him to the realm of medical interpreting, mental health. community
interpreting and theatrical interpreting. Harrison also just bought his first house; life and jobs are good~

The Art and Science of Advocating for
Chanage in an Ever-Changing World
by
Sara F. Metheny, MOTS
Political advocacy has become my newest occupation.
On September 17, 2007, I traveled to our nation's hub
of political activity, Washington D.C. to participate in
Capital Hill Day 2007 sponsored by AOTA. The overall purpose of this trip was to educate New Mexico's
Federal Representatives about occupational therapy
as well the potential impact of policy changes to our
profession and the people we serve.
I joined other professionals, educators and students in a
collaborative effort to secure occupational therapy's role
on three significant issues. These topics included: The
State Children's Health Insurance Program (S-CHIP),
Medicare Part B Outpatient Therapy Caps, and the role
of occupational therapy in Veteran's Healthcare. I had
the opportunity to meet with the staff of New Mexico
Senators Jeff Bingaman, Pete Domenici and Congresswoman Heather Wilson. Thanks to Dr. Terry Crowe, I
was well prepared to define occupational therapy and
participate in dialogue concerning the potential impact of
current policy changes.

I had a wonderful time in Washington D.C.. and look
forward to future political endearnrs. I would love
to speak with any students. educators-researchers,
practitioners and even consumers who are inrerested
in the rewarding efforts of adnx:ating for occupational therapy. It is imperative that we all adrncate for not
onl y our clients, but also for the furure of OUT de\ elopi ng
profession. Make advocacy your ne"· occuoorion~

Sara Me1he11Y
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2007 Graduation Awards
Kelly McAllister, Suzanne Peschier, Kelly Willer, Sandra Cordova, Neha Zalavadia and Kay Thurman were
honored at the Occupational Therapy Graduate Program Graduation Ceremony on December 9, 2006. The
Department of Pediatrics Occupational Therapy Scholarship Award is presented to the student graduating with
highest academic excellence. This year 2 students tied for this award: Kelly McAllister and Suzanne Peschier. The
Occupational Therapy Program Excellence in Research and Scholarship Award was presented to Kelly Willer who has
worked with Dr. Janet Poole on a research project examining the impact of scleroderma on the occupation of motherhood. In October, 2006 she presented her results at the Southwest Disability Conference. This year, the Occupational
Therapy Graduate Program also presented a Leadership and Professional Commitment Award to Sandra Cordova for
her leadership as President of the Student Occupational Therapy Association and her advocacy work. The Carolyn
Thurman-Rustvold Community Spirit Award was presented for the third year in honor of Carolyn Thurman-Rustvold
a 1996 graduate. Kay Thurman, mother of Carolyn, presented this award to Neha Zalavadia who volunteered at
Carolyn's Camp, and has paiticipated in other fund raising activities for the Camp, and for leukemia and lymphoma,
breast cancer and juvenile diabetes. At the graduation ceremony, the Occupational Therapy Program also recognizes
community members for outstanding contributions to the UNM Occupational Therapy Program. Kay Thurman as
presented with the Friend of Occupational Therapy Award for helping establish the Carolyn Thurman Rustvold
Community SpiritAward, serving on the selection committee, and encouraging OT student participation in Carolyn's Camp.

Neha Zalavadia and Kay Thurman

Suzanne Peschier, Kelly McAllister, Kelly Willer,
Sandi Cordova, and Neha lillavadia

________________ _____________
,__

The Class of 2007
by
Kelly (McAllister) Wood
We are now officially graduated! As you can probably tell,
we are quite excited about that. While we enjoyed our 2 \4
years together in the classroom, we were all itching to get
out and practice all of those OT skills that we learned so
much about. When this newsletter reaches you , all of us
will have finished our Fieldwork II placements in a wide
variety of areas. We have now gone our separate ways and
are in different stages of our respective OT practices. Many
of us have accepted full time positions in the Albuquerque
area and we have spread ourselves out in a number
of different practice areas including: acute care, inpatient rehab, out-patient rehab, school based practice,
and many more. There were also a few of our class
members that left New Mexico and either went
back to a hometown to practice, or to a brand new
location altogether. Of course, if we haven't already
sat for our certification exams, we are studying hard.
Whatever part of the process we are in, we are all enjoying
the next stage of our OT careers.

Julia D. Sweeney
Scholarship
Recipient
Jennifer Strand received the Julia D. Sweeney
Scholarship of the New Mexico Occupational Therapy
Association from the American Occupational Therapy
Foundation.
Considering the number of wellqualified applicants, it is always difficult for the
Selection Committee to choose the recipients of these
awards. Jennifer's selection attests to the excellence
of her qualifications and her potential for further
professional development in occupational therapy.

Back: Wendy Wood, Barb Hooper, Heidi Sanders, Anne Sullivan, Pat Burtner,
Angela Hands, Suzanne Peschier, Matt Sanchez, Ivy Lau, Kelly McAllister,
Sandi Cordova, Kelly Willer, Janet Poole, Gail Stockman
Front: Erin Harper, Abby Park, Jena Clouse, Neha Zalavadia, Kelly Shannon
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Class of 2007 Research Projects
Topic
•:• Relationships Between Models of Days Programs
on Time Use for Adults with Developmental Disabilities
•:• Personhood, Uniqueness, and Continuiy in Dementia Care:
Understanding Exemplary Practice through Litererature
and Experience
•!• Socio-emotional Assessment of At-Risk Infants Using
the Ages and Stages Questionnaire: Social Emotional
(A SQ-SE)
•!• Resources New Faculty Use to Learn to Teach in
Occupational Therapy
•!• Preschool Children's Assessment of Participation
and Enjoyment: Pe1formance of Typically
Developing Hispanic Preschoolers
•:• Assessment of Preschool Participation:
A Comparison of Participation Across Cultures
•!• A Comparison of Faculty, Standardized Patient,
and Self Ratings Student Performance Assessment
•!• Finding Patterns Woven on the Loom:
Observations of Two Women and the Expression of
Meaningfulness in Stages 6 and 7 of Alzheimer's Disease
•!• Keeping the Care in Caregiving: The Nature of
Empathy in the Therapeutic Relationships
•:• Fine Motor Dexterity and Visual Perception Abilities
in Children with Handwriting Differences
•!• Quality of Life in Anglos with or without Diabetes
•!• Quality of Life in Native Americans with or
without Diabetes
•:• An Exploratory Study of the Impact of Scleroderma
Perceived Parenting Ability
•!• Occupational Performance of Mothers of Adolescents

with Disabilities

Thesis Chair

Student

Dr. Terry Crowe

Malcolm Clark

Dr. Wendy Wood

Rajena Clouse

Dr. Pat Burtner

Sandra Cordova

Dr. Barb Hooper

Angela Hands

Dr. Pat Burtner

Erin Harper

Dr. Terry Crowe

Ivy Lau

Dr. Barb Hooper

Kelly McAllister

Dr. Wendy Wood

Abby Park

Dr. Wendy Wook

Suzanne Peschier

Dr. Pat Burtner

Matthew Sanchez

Dr. Janet Poole
Dr. Janet Poole

Kelly Shannon
Anne Sullivan

Dr. Janet Poole

Kelly Willer

Dr. Terry Crowe

Neha Zalavadia

Updates from the
Class of 2008
by
Elizabeth Gaffron
The class of 2008 is an ambitious group! Our laughter and passion can be heard in the hallways and through the walls of
other classrooms. Many of us dedicated ourselves to working on and defending our research projects over the summer.
However, we all seemed to carve out a little time to reconnect with some "occupations of our past" (i.e.: regular exercise,
travel, a social life, paid employment). The class of 2008 anxiously awaits our graduation December 8th. In the mean
time, we keep ourselves occupied with a semester of projects, presentations, and exams that focus our pre-professional
attention towards advocacy, communication, community-based practice, management and pediatrics. It's hard to believe
in just a few short months we will each step out into our Fieldwork II placements and put our theories and new knowledge
into practice. For some of us this means exploring a new area of the United States. For others this means networking
within the local community.
As predicted, the last year and a half has gone by quickly. We entered this program as strangers, each bringing our unique
gifts and talents as well as a shared desire to cultivate knowledge and new skills from a team of experienced practitionereducators. We will leave this program as competent occupational therapists with the ability to "promote, establish, restore
and maintain" health and wellness within future communities we may serve. (Sorry, had to throw in a little OT Framework lingo ... haha)

Standing: Steven Lucero, Elizabeth Gaffron, Merilyn Toy. Christina Aragon,
Ross Mynatt, Tomacita Tedesco, Jennifer Strand, Alisha Blackburn, Kathryn Ca11field,
Ludi Gonzalez, Sara Metheny, John Garrett
Kneeling: Glennita Haskey, Mazey Milligan, Coyle Domina, Christine White,
lvyrose Gonzales, Shannon 0 'Neill
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Class of 2008 Research Projects
Topic

•!• John Dewey's Pragmatist Theme of Adaptation

•!•
•!•

•!•
•!•
•!•

•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•

•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•

•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•
•!•

to the Environment and its Presence in the
Eleanor Clarke Slagle Lectures
Comparison of Participation of Preschool Children
across Cultures
Conceptual Basis, Practice Guidelines, and Program
Evaluation Approaches for a Prison-to-Community
Transition Program
Comparison of Hand Function Changes in Children
with Hemiplegic CP who do and do not Receive
Constraint Induced Movement Therapy
Conceptual Basis, Practice Guidelines, and Program
Evaluation Approaches for a Prison-to-Community
Transition Program
Conceptual Basis, Practice Guidelines, and Program
Evaluation Approaches for a Prison-to-Community
Transition Program
Comparison of Self-Report and Performance Based
Tests of Hand Function in Persons with Diabetes
Social Emotional Assessment of Infants At-Risk
Using the Ages and Stages Questionnaire
Social-Emotional (ASQ-SE)
Occupational Division of Labor: A Comparison of
Mothers of Adolescents with and without Disabilities
Social Emotional Assessment of Infants At-Risk
Using the Ages and Stages Questionnaire
Social-Emotional (ASQ-SE)
Test-retest Reliability of Self-Reports of Hand
Function in Persons with Osteoarthritis
Leisure Intersts in Persons with Scleroderma
A Hinderance on Best Practice - How Ethical
Dilemmas Influence the Caregiving Dyad in a
Long-term Care Setting
Conceptual Basis, Practice Guidelines, and Program
Evaluation Approaches for a Prison-to-Community
Transition Program
Comparison of Self-Report and Performance
Tests of Hand Function in Persons with Osteoarthritis
Dexterity of Children with Handwriting Difficulties
Balancing Stakeholder Needs with Administrator
Responisbilities to Maximize the Impact of a LongTerm Care Staff Education Program
Test-retest of Self-Reports of Hand Function in
Persons with Diabetes
Dexterity of Children with Handwriting Difficulties
Conceptual Basis, Practice Guidelines, and Program
Evaluation Approaches for a Prison-to-Community
Transition Program
Interdisciplinary Healthcare Education for OT
and PT Students

Thesis Chair
Dr. Wendy Wood

Student
Christina Aragon

Dr. Pat Burtner

Alisha Blackburn

Dr. Barb Hooper

Kathryn Canfield

Dr. Pat Burtner

Coyle Domina

Dr. Barb Hooper

Elizabeth Gaffon

Dr. Barb Hooper

John Garrett

Dr. Janet Poole

Ivyrose Gonzales

Dr. Pat Burtner

Ludi Gonzalez

Dr. Terry Crowe

Glennita Haskey

Dr. Pat Burtner

Myriah Koledin

Dr. Janet Poole

Steven Lucero

Dr. Janet Poole
Dr. Wendy Wood

Katrina Martinez
Sara Metheny

Dr. Barb Hooper

Mazey. Milligan

Dr. Janet Poole

Ross Mynatt

Dr. Pat Burtner
Dr. Wendy Wood

Shannon O'Neill
· Jennifer Strand

Dr. Janet Poole

Toma Tedesco

Dr. Pat Burtner
Dr. Barb Hooper

Merilyn Toy
Christine White

Dr. Janet Poole

Lisa Wright

Hello from the
Class of 2009!
by
Devon Edwards
Twenty-four of us have entered UNM's Occupational Therapy Program, each with very different backgrounds. Some
of us have come here fresh out of undergraduate studies, some have taken a break in between experiences. We have
two teachers, a nurse, a flight attendant, a couple of Peace Corps volunteers, and a massage therapist who are switching
careers to pursue occupational therapy. Our past degrees range from psychology, biochemistry, and exercise science to
English, fine arts, and education. Many of us are from New Mexico, but we have students who have come from Florida,
Alaska, Oregon, Texas, and even Poland! Spending 21 hours a week in class for this first semester has enabled us to get
to know each other in a few short weeks! Our class has had some great times already, and we look forward to delving
into fieldwork and research as the year progresses.

Back Standing: Kim Lane, Mike Kneajsey, Valerie Cook, Mario Pereyra,
Josie Gilbert, Daphne Hearn, Una Buck, Donna Haygood, Anne Woods,
Chelsey Winscott, Monika Gmytrasiewicz
Middle: Jennie Cotter, Brandi Proctor, Kendra Reynolds, Annika Buck, Judy Banet, Tanya Nez
Front-kneeling: Devon Edwards, Monica Vigil, Sarah McMillan, Naomi Lange,
Hallie Michael, Chrystal Wood, Kellie Primm

Faculty 2007 Update
(Faculty /Staff in Bold, Students in Italics)

Peer-Refereed Publications
Martin, A., Burtner, P.A., Poole, J.L., Phillips, J.P. (In
Press). ICF changes in a preschooler after constraintinduced therapy. American Journal of Occupational Therapv.

Hooper, B. (2007). Shortening the distance between the "I"
and the "It": A transformative approach to faculty development. Occupational Therapy in HealthCare, 21(1/2), 199-215.

Burtner, P.A., Poole, J.L., Torres, T.A., Medora, A.M.,
Abeyta, R., Keene, J. & Qualls, C. (In Press). Effect of splints

Hooper, B. (2006). Beyond active learning: A case study
of teaching practices in an occupation-entered curriculum.
American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 60, 551-62.

on grip, pinch, manual dexterity, and muscle activation in
children with spastic hemiplegia. Journal of Hand Therapy.
Phillips, J.P., Sullivan K.J., Burtner, P.A., Caprihan, A.,
Provost, B & Bernitsky-Beddingfield. A. (2007) . Ankle
dorsiflexion fMRI in children with cerebral palsy undergoing
intensive body weight support treadmill training-A feasibility
study. Developmental MedicineandChildNeurology,49,39-44.
Provost, B., Dieruf, K., Burtner, P.A., Phillips, J.P.,
Bernitsky-Beddingfield, A., Sullivan, K.J., Bowen, C.A.,
& Toser, L. (2007). Endurance and gait in children with
cerebral palsy following intensive body weight supported
treadmill training. Pediatric Phvsical Therapv, 19, 2-10.

Su, C. , & Parham, L.D. (In Press). Re-examination of
sensory integration theory using the Evaluation of Sensory
Processing. Part One: Validity of Sensory Systems.
American Journal of Occupational Therapy.
Mailloux, Z.K., May-Benson, T.A., Summers, C.A., Miller, L.J., Brett-Green, B., Burke, J.P., Cohn, E.S., Koomar,
J., Parham, L.D., Roley, S.S., Schaaf, R., & Schoen, S.A.
(2007). Goal attainment scaling as a measure of meaningful
outcomes for children with sensory integration disorders.
American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 61, 254-259.

Parham, L.D., Cohn, E.S. , Spitzer, S., Koomar, J., Miller,
Burtner,

P.A.,

Woollacott, M.W., Craft, G.L., &
Roncesvalles, N. (2007). The capacity to adapt to
changing balance threats: A comparison of children with
cerebral palsy and typically developing children.
Developmental Neurorehabilitation, l.Q, 249-260.
Sullivan, K.S., Kantak, S. & Burtner, P.A. (In Press)
Motor learning in children: Effects of reduced
feedback frequency. Physical Therapy.
VanLeit, B, Starrett, R. & Crowe, T.K. (2006). Occupational
concerns of women who are homeless and have children:
An occupational justice critique. Occupational Therapy in
Healthcare, 47 - 62.

Hooper, B. (In Press). Picturing change: The use of visual
data in the study of transformative learning. Conference
Proceedings: 7th Annual International Conference on
Transformative Learning.

L., Burke, J.P., Brett-Green, B., Mailloux, Z., May-Benson,
T.A., Roley, S.S., Schaaf, RC. , & Summers, C.A. (2007).
Fidelity in sensory integration intervention research.
American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 2.L 216-227.

Poole, J.L., & Van Dame, V. (In Press). The Motor-Free
Visual Perception Test Vertical Format: Relationship
to functional tasks. South African .Journal of Occupational
Therapy.
Mendelson C, & Poole, J.L. (In Press). Become your own
advocate: Advice from women living with scleroderma.
Disabilitv and Rehabilitation.

Poole, J.L., Chiappisi, H., Schukar-Cordova, J., & Sibbitt,
W.L., Jr. (2007) . Quality of life in Native American and
Anglo women with and without rheumatoid arthritis.
American Journal of Occupational Therapy, 61, 280-289.
Poole, J.L., Atanasoff, G., Pelsor, J.C., Sibbitt, W.L. Jr.,

Hooper, B. (In Press). The stories we teach by intersections
between faculty biography, student formation and instructional processes. American Journal of Occupational Therapy.

& Brooks, W.M. (2007). Work ability in women with
systemic lupus erythematosus. Work: A Journal of Prevention.
Assessment and Rehabilitation, 28., 95-100.
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